The Sanger Series continues its exploration of cutting-edge research trends with a lecture by Lawrence Tabak, principal deputy director of the National Institutes of Health, at noon Sept. 22, 2014, in the McGlothlin Medical Education Building. Learn more about how the reproducibility of research findings can be improved and why this is crucial to the future of science. Register now.

Construction Update

While many students were off campus, the summer was busy with loud demolition and preparation of the site for the new building at 901 Park Ave. The crane is now up, and vertical construction will soon begin.

- Questions about construction?
- Watch the webcam for updates.

See Inside New Spaces

Curious about what amenities and specific spaces the new library will offer? See new Web pages that show floor-by-floor plans and how to help us build. See images and renderings and details about the building plan. Want to help? Contact Kimberly Separ, director of development and community
"Our physical footprint continues to take shape ... at the heart of our mission and our Monroe Park Campus, [is] the renovation and expansion of Cabell Library."

*VCU President Michael Rao, Ph.D., in his welcome back speech*

---

**News**

- New at VCU Libraries
- Where to find everything
- 17th Levis Prize awarded
- Wecker wins VCU Cabell First Novelist Award
- Library Fest album on Flickr

**Events**

- Sept. 17: An Evening with Natasha Trethewey, U.S. poet laureate and winner of the Pulitzer Prize
- Sept. 22: Sanger Series: Enhancing the Transparency and Reproducibility of Science
- Sept. 24: Meet VCU’s authors: Ryan K. Smith
- Oct. 14: Advance Your Research
- Through Dec. 31: "Through the Looking Glass" exhibit
New this fall, VCU Libraries Gallery provides another avenue for discovery of the unique resources held in Special Collections and Archives. The Gallery is an online exhibition space, where people, places and events are presented through narrative, timelines, images and more. One of the inaugural exhibits features VCUarts founder Theresa Pollak. This visionary leader and her legacy are explored through photographs, artwork, letters and other items from her personal papers. Explore, Discover, Share VCU Libraries Gallery. Check back often for new exhibits.